




Robert Wallace on Stage-Plays:
‘Douglas Controversy’ 
and the Church of Scotland
???????
??When John Home wrote the tragedy Douglas and had it performed 
in Edinburgh ?1756?, he was criticized by the ministers of the Evangelical 
Party of the Church of Scotland. They assumed ministers should not 
write the stage?plays. Robert Wallace, together with the ministers of the 
Moderate Party, defended the tragedy Douglas and its author John Home.
??Some recent studies on Wallace, however, argue that Wallace, in 
his ?address to the Reverend Clergy?, agreed with the Evangelical Party 
while supporting John Home in some respects. They stressed that Wallace 
disapproved of the ministers who attended the play, imagined plays did 
more ill than good, and in some respects opposed luxury.
??In this paper, the following points are made clear. Wallace approved of 
the plays per se. The reason he disapproved of the plays in Edinburgh was 
that they were illegal in that city. The opinion in which he saw the plays 
as detrimental to society was not the main point of his arguments. As for 
luxury, Wallace, unlike the ministers of the Evangelical Party, pointed out 
many good aspects which it contributed to the prosperity of the society. 
And last of all, although Wallace?s ?address? was written carefully not to 
displease the conservative ministers, we can identify many sentences which 
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5?  ?Admonition and Exhortation by the Reverend Presbytery of Edinburgh to all within their 
Bounds. Dated, Edinburgh, January 5, 1757?,  ??????????
6? Compton?1975?, pp.82?83 ????
7?  2 ? 2 ??????????????????????????????Resolutions of the 
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10?  ?An Address to the Reverend the Clergy of the Church of Scotland by a Layman of their 
Communion on Occasion of Composing, Acting & Publishing the Tragedy called Douglass
?sic??, 1757, La. II. 620?2, ?? ?An adress? ????????
11? Mossner ?1954?, Chapter 26 ?The Bard And The Church?, pp.356?369 ????
12? Sefton ?1969?, pp.16?22 ????
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? ? 問 138??????????????????????
? ? 答???????????????????????????
? ? 問 139?????????????????????




































































































　3 － 2　1727 年と 1757 年の「警告」
?1727????????????????????????????????
???? 57 ??????? 27 ????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
???????? 27 ?? 57 ?21? ???????????????????
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